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Abstract: The traditional mobility-oriented travel-time saving benefit 

assessment method has been repeatedly questioned for numerous intrinsic 

flaws, motivating the search for alternative benefit assessment approaches. 

Although a wealth of literature confirms the capitalization effect of access 

benefits induced by transport improvements to land or real estate value, the 

access-

employed as an official tool assisting transport decision-making. The present 

paper collects 136 empirical studies and aims to disentangle the obstacles 

hindering the promotion of the access-based assessment method by 

systematically reviewing methodological design, the access metrics used, and 

the target real estate sub-markets or land use types upon which access 

benefits are quantified. First, it was found that almost half of the sampled 

studies just investigated the general effects of transport operation on real 

estate prices without incorporating sufficient temporal and locational 

considerations, thereby failing to isolate project-specific incremental 

impacts. Second, while the hedonic pricing model remains the most popular 

model, a trend towards embracing more advanced modelling techniques 

such as spatial lag, spatial error, and Difference-in-Differences (DID) 

models to control for bias caused by spatial dependence has been observed. 

Third, Euclidean distance and distance buffer rings are the most widely used 

operational measures of access. Primal access measures covering the number 

of opportunities available at a destination and travel impedance are 

recommended. Last, over 86% of sampled empirical studies target the 

residential real estate market. The lack of non-residential land uses in the 

literature presents a significant research gap that should be addressed.  
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1 Introduction 

Transport improvements go far beyond allowing people and vehicles to travel faster. The 

current practice of planning for, and evaluating, transport places overwhelming weight on 

the movement function of transport infrastructure, resulting in wide application of the mo-

bility-oriented transport project evaluation framework, and travel time savings are generally 

deemed to be the primary performance metric of mobility benefits. A substantial number of 
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ex post project evaluations have empirically demonstrated the weakness of travel-time 

based user benefit assessment, with the main critiques centering on: 

 

 inability to screen out the best option (Lee Jr, 2000, Mackie and Preston, 1998), 

 inaccuracy in result (Flyvbjerg et al., 2004, Odeck, 2004, Pickrell, 1989), 

 incompleteness in scope (Laird et al., 2005), 

 incredibility in pricing the priceless (Ackerman and Heinzerling, 2002), and 

 incompetence in generating funding and sustaining the investment cycle. 

Instead of saving time, the mission of transport is to connect people with all the resources 

and opportunities they value, where access metrics measuring the ease of reaching those op-

tions should have been considered and incorporated in transport planning and evaluation 

(Committee of the Transport Access Manual, 2020). The Fundamental Model of Access (as 

shown by figure 1) (Committee of the Transport Access Manual, 2020) presents a theoretical 

model of the positive feedback loop among transport systems, access, land use and travel de-

mand activity systems, and financial systems. Transport improvements (like increasing net-

work speed and reducing travel distance) are anticipated to reduce generalized costs of jour-

neys for land, which increases access. The more accessible the land, the more activities will 

want to occur there, thereby increasing density in the long term as business activities concen-

trate and denser housing is constructed. More activity creates better opportunities to maxim-

ize profitability by exploiting economies of agglomeration. In this case, the access benefits 

triggered by locational advantages are capitalized into real estate value. Alonso (1964), Mills 

(1967), and Muth (1969) develop bid-rent theory, an urban economic model where people 

and companies compete with one another and are willing to pay a premium for land with 

better access. 

 

 

Figure 1. Fundamental Model of Access  

Source: Committee of the Transport Access Manual (2020).  
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We note the policy significance of that, as it is important not only for assessing benefits 

more accurately, but that the transport provider can capture some of the land value gains ac-

cruing to individuals or businesses to fund or finance transport improvements (Zhao et al., 

2012), closing the feedback loop between benefits and project implementation. 

The traditional travel-time-based benefit valuation method engages changes in travel time 

as the key measure of project impacts, which are anticipated to be observed and estimated 

from project construction and through the life of project operation. The prescribed value of 

time parameters monetizes changes in travel time, where all benefit streams associated with 

changes in travel time are discounted back to the base year. The key considerations in this 

benefit valuation system include measurements of project impacts, analysis period (time 

frame or project stage), the unit dollar value for benefit monetization, benefit streams, as well 

as capitalization and discount rates. 

There is a wealth of literature demonstrating the capitalization effect of access benefits in-

duced by transport improvements to property value, some of which are reviewed in this pa-

per. Although the positive correlation between property price and proximity to transport in-

frastructure has been found, the access-based land or real estate value uplift method has yet 

to be widely recognized and employed as an official tool assisting transport evaluation and 

decision-making. The empirical research design and economic parameters to allow these 

findings to be directly applied to project evaluation remain insufficient. The present paper 

discusses the practical practice and gaps in the access-based land value uplift method based 

on empirical studies and evidence. 

The remainder of the paper is framed as follows: section 2 reviews the current practice of 

transport project benefit assessment; sections 3 and 4 introduce the data and analytical meth-

ods adopted; section 5 reports key observations about the practice and gaps based on the lit-

erature reviewed; section 6 highlights the concluding remarks and directions for future re-

search. 

2 The current practice of transport project benefit assessment 

Under the current practice of transport project benefits evaluation, travel time-based user 

benefits form the bulk of the direct economic benefits of transport projects (Marleau Donais 

et al., 2019). Nevertheless, this conventional approach has been questioned for numerous in-

trinsic flaws. 

First, in accordance with numerous retrospective transport project evaluations, the ex ante 

estimations on project costs and benefits based on this approach have been repeatedly re-

ported to be highly inaccurate (Andri  et al., 2019, Cantarelli et al., 2012, Cruz and Sar-

mento, 2019, Flyvbjerg et al., 2004, 2005, Hartgen, 2013, Hoque et al., 2021, Huo et al., 

2018, Lee, 2008, Li and Hensher, 2010a, Love et al., 2016, Lundberg et al., 2011, Nico-

laisen and Driscoll, 2014, Odeck, 2004, Park and Papadopoulou, 2012, Parthasarathi and 

Levinson, 2010, Pickrell, 1989, Sebastian, 2005, Voulgaris, 2019a,b, Welde and Odeck, 

2011, Wang and Levinson, 2023a). The estimates and verification of project costs are more 

straightforward and comparable among multiple projects than those of economic benefits. 

Inaccurate benefit estimates are largely driven by an inaccurate prediction of travel demand, 

that is traffic flow for road projects and ridership for transit projects. Demand forecasts lay 

the foundation upon which the traditional evaluation of many types of economic benefits 

rely. While projecting demand is a complicated mechanism encompassing the aggregate be-

havior of travelers and commuters (Ceder, 2007), it is even harder to deliver accurate de-

mand forecasts for transit projects than for road projects (Bain and Polakovic, 2005, Cruz 
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and Sarmento, 2019, Flyvbjerg, 2007, Flyvbjerg et al., 2003, 2005, Mackinder and Evans, 

1981, Pickrell, 1989, Voulgaris, 2019a). 

Second, monetizing economic benefits using non-market valuations (shadow price) po-

tentially weakens the credibility of the estimation results (Ackerman and Heinzerling, 2002). 

For example, travel time savings account for most of the economic benefits of road projects. 

Travel time is an intangible resource, which is neither directly tradable nor directly priced by 

the market (some toll roads or express transport services excepted). Although various meth-

ods like considering both stated and revealed preference of value of time have been used to 

justify the reasonableness of shadow price, pricing unpriced resources repeatedly raises con-

cerns. 

Thirdly, both project expenses and advantages are determined using an incremental 

method, which essentially takes into account the additional costs or benefits relative to the 

-

the precision of both ex ante and ex post assessments hinges on the consistency and suitability 

- ex post evaluations, the contin-

ued appropriateness of the counterfactual baseline scenario is limited by the unpredictability 

nment and its response to these changes. More-

over, the development of the baseline scenario depends on numerous assumptions. Monitor-

ing the validity of these assumptions and timely adjustments by incorporating new insights 

espan can enhance the resilience of the baseline scenario, 

though this can be challenging. 

Retrospective ex post evaluations, as one of the primary approaches to monitoring, gener-

ally begin years after project opening accounting for both data collection issues and ramp-up 

effects (Flyvbjerg, 2003, Li and Hensher, 2010b), imposing time lags on drawing lessons 

learned and feeding back to new projects. In addition, to ensure the comparability between 

ex ante and ex post analysis, they should apply consistent evaluation methods and standards 

under similar assumptions, which discount the effectiveness and quality of the ex post verifi-

cation. 

-

method has potentially undermined project success from the early planning stage (Lee Jr, 

2000, Mackie and Preston, 1998). As one of the earliest key milestones, various candidate 

project alternatives are analyzed and compared to screen out the ultimate locally preferred al-

ternative. Project alternatives with the same transport mode are differentiated from each 

other mainly in route alignment (Wang and Levinson, 2023b). Altering route alignment 

seems to have subtle impacts on serving capacity, resulting in little difference in usage fore-

casts. But its impacts on the value of real estate in the vicinity of key transport nodes can be 

substantial. However, the current evaluation methods fail to capture the direct land value up-

lift, negating the potential benefit-generating capacity of candidate alternatives and resulting 

in unequal or unfair comparisons among them. 

Fifth, though the primary contribution of transport infrastructure in various modes may 

be improving access and equity (Geurs et al., 2016), they differ in mode, scale, and the types 

of benefits generated. Uniformly applying the same benefit assessment approach might miss 

mode-specific advantages, failing to adequately exploit potential economic benefits that a 

transport project would generate. For example, compared to the residential and commercial 

properties in remote suburbs, those at the urban core are more expensive and more sensitive 

to changes in the transit network, enabling a valuation method based on house price 
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appreciation. However, house price uplift is not one of the critical benefits being inde-

pendently and directly examined in the traditional travel time savings (TTS) assessment ap-

proach and considering both would risk double-counting the benefit. 

Sixth, in contrast with housing purchase decisions, travel decisions are provisional, chang-

ing frequently and dynamically, requiring fictitious assumptions on factors and events influ-

ential in travel behaviors. Real estate purchasing decisions are less frequent and thus more ap-

propriate for evaluating long-term infrastructure investments, which encompass factors di-

rectly and indirectly affecting travel behaviors and naturally reflect the weights of each factor 

based on subjective preferences from individual perceptions. As a result, evaluating transport 

project benefits based on real estate valuation changes might reduce noise and uncertainty in 

valuation. 

Seventh, network effects arise and can be recognized when the presence of an additional 

transport service or facility positively impacts the existing network as a whole (Liu et al., 

2022, Page and Lopatka, 1999). Although network effects as a result of improved integration 

and coverage are always claimed to be important in terms of the ability to offer access bene-

fits (Curtis and Scheurer, 2016), they are imprecisely assessed and implicitly included in the 

current project appraisal method (Laird et al., 2005). Liu et al. (2022) point out that housing 

markets are sensitive to public transport network effects, showing higher price increments 

when positive network externalities take place. 

Apart from the aforementioned concerns about the technical aspects of the current time 

savings-based benefit evaluation method, this method is also challenged in its ability to serve 

the creation of a seamless and sustainable rotation of capital when many large cities across the 

globe are confronted with financial stalemate in constructing and operating public transport 

through welfare analysis by capturing con  

preference (willingness-to-pay) or wage (Jara-Diaz, 1990). The demonstrated economic ben-

efits cannot be directly collected and fed into future projects. The conventional funding 

sources covering the up-front capital expenditures of transport projects originate from taxa-

tion revenues. Considering the absence of a strong linkage between general tax revenues and 

allocation as well as the fierce competition for public coffers, transport projects cannot secure 

funding sources when acute issues in other public services like public health and education 

arise (Ubbels et al., 2001). Special-purpose taxation revenues (such as fuel duty or congestion 

charges in the US) are partially or entirely earmarked for public transport. The sustainability 

of the earmarked funding mechanism has been weakened due to the deployment of vehicle 

electrification and strong public protest against tax rises (Istrate and Levinson, 2011, Zhao et 

al., 2012). Farrell (1999) mentioned that particular attention has been drawn to the distribu-

tion of earmarked grants. The steep growth of the total costs required by the transport sector 

is incommensurate with the operational revenues generated by user charges so that almost all 

transport systems across the world are subsidized (Black, 1995). Since maintaining transit 

services aligns with government objectives (such as congestion reduction and providing 

transport for low-income people) and serves the public, government subsidies have been con-

tinuously offered to cover operating deficits (Black, 1995). 

The existing fiscal pressure on investing in the transport sector necessitates the search for 

alternative financing mechanisms, and among all feasible approaches land value capture 

(LVC) has been gradually popularized (Zhao and Levinson, 2012). The rationale behind 

LVC lies in that the land value uplift triggered by access gains as a result of transport im-

provements shall be seized and redistributed to support future projects (Batt, 2001, Mathur, 
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2014, Medda, 2012). Property owners who enjoy unearned income as a result of possessing 

premises in the vicinity of new transit facilities can relinquish windfall fortune without show-

ing a loss (Smith and Gihring, 2006). 

Engaging understandable and consistent access metrics is the cornerstone to gear the LVC 

method from the early planning stage, and thereby introducing and promoting an access-

based land value benefit assessment method are in demand. This method is rooted in the 

consensus that the primary motivation of transport development is facilitating access to de-

sired places instead of shortening travel time, which can be found in studies by Levinson and 

Wu (2020) and Levine et al. (2019) and was empirically tested by Sun et al. (2016) in Tian-

jin, Wen et al. (2018) in Hangzhou, Lin and Hwang (2004) in Taipei, Hiironen et al. 

(2015) in Helsinki, Dewees (1976) in Toronto, Agostini and Palmucci (2008) in Santiago, 

Hess and Almeida (2007) in Buffalo, Du and Mulley (2012) in Newcastle, and Dubé et al. 

(2013) in Montreal, and Wang and Levinson (2022) in New York, among others. The value 

of access derives from its ability to connect places and people, which depends on the location 

of people and the directness, speed, and, in the case of transit, frequency of the transport net-

work (Istrate and Levinson, 2011). The incremental benefits sourced from transport im-

provements can be captured by changes in access. As corroborated by a wealth of empirical 

research, the strong connections between property price and location advantages (places with 

high access to manifold opportunities) further reinforce the viability of the access-based 

method (Brigham, 1965, Dubé et al., 2013, Hansen, 1959, Wegener, 2004), where job ac-

choice (Horner, 2004). Fur-

thermore, integrating access measures and land value when studying transport impacts can 

capture project benefits that have been largely neglected in the travel time-based approach 

(Mohring, 1961, 1993). In comparison with travel time and travel-related costs, access is a 

more inclusive and economically informative measure embracing factors like time, distance, 

and trip purpose (Páez et al., 2012). 

However, the interest in capturing capitalization effects of property or land value uplift 

spurs a mushrooming volume of empirical studies engaging diverse methods. Those empiri-

cal studies differ in methodological design, time windows within which project impacts are 

observed, the access metrics of transport improvements, and the target real estate sub-mar-

kets or land use types upon which access benefits are quantified. We believe the absence of 

consistent theoretical guidance and applied practice has so far restrained the new method 

from being deployed as an official tool assisting transport decision-making. This study sys-

tematically reviews the existing empirical research about capturing accessibility gains which 

are triggered by transport initiatives and capitalized in real estate value and contributes to 

this research topic by disentangling potential obstacles hindering applications access-based 

land or property value uplift method. 

 

3 Data 

The data used in this study primarily comprise the methods and empirical results of peer-

reviewed journal articles and research reports which are collected in accord with the search 

processes shown in figure 2. 

To acquire a pool of empirical research that are relevant to the studied issue, two groups 

of search terms were identified to enable combinations of key words when searching in dif-

ferent database. The first group of key words covers different modes of transport facilities or 
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services, which describe public transport and road transport. The second group of key words 

targets at capturing considerations in housing or land valuation, including pointer words 

about property values and types. 

 

 

Figure 2. Literature collection methodology and key words used in literature search   

Google Scholar was used for the literature search, as it returns far more related results 

cantly differ from recent studies in study design, methodology and data. Acknowledging that 

Google Scholar has limited capacity in exclusively returning peer-reviewed scholarly results, 

we paid particular attention to control for quality of results, ensuring only those from peer-

reviewed academic sources are included in the study. 

The raw search results returned by Google Scholar comprise 279 empirical studies, which 

is reduced to 212 after removing duplicates. Three rounds of screening and selections, based 

on reviewing the title and abstract, methodology and data, and full text, were conducted by 

the authors, and the exclusion criteria are described as follows: 

 Meta-analysis and literature review studies were excluded. The first reason is that 

these studies synthesize the methodology and findings of multiple empirical studies 

that were chosen based on tailored selection criteria and time frames, which may dif-

fer from the studies we sampled and used. The second reason is that these studies 

cannot fully explain how each individual empirical study was designed and executed. 

 

that this paper focuses on analyzing access-based land value uplift empirical research 
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which is expected to test the quantifiable correlation between transport access and 

property values. In this case, quantitative analytical methods are needed. 

 Studies that did not engage property values or land values or rents as dependent var-

iables were excluded. The reason is that studies using other variables (such as land 

use type) would evaluate changes in transport access differently. 

Finally, a sample of 136 empirical studies was obtained for analysis. 

 

4 Methodology 

In project appraisal, several key considerations underpin benefit valuation processes, en-

sure robustness, and justify the final output. The feasibility of applying the access-based 

method is determined by its capabilities of handling those key considerations (evident by em-

pirical studies). 

 

Figure 3. A comparison of the key considerations in benefit valuation between travel time-based method and ac-

cess-based method. 

As shown in figure 3, the evaluation process starts by outlining a series of real and plausi-

ble candidate project options deemed appropriate to address the identified needs. Generally, 

a minimum of three options are required: a do- base case option, a 

option, and a do-

possible impacts of each option on the current operation/situation relative to the base case 

scenario, the first key consideration kicks in. In the access-based approach, the choice of 

measurements of project impacts A). Access (synonymous with acces-

sibility) measures the ease of reaching (or being reached by) designated opportunities from a 

particular origin (Committee of the Transport Access Manual, 2020, Hansen, 1959). Ample 

A) has 

been captured and capitalized in real estate value. However diverse access indicators have 

been observed, each study uses its own metrics, making direct comparability difficult. So, the 
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sampled literature is then classified by the access measures used and the extent to which they 

-

case. 

The next step is estimating future demand for the prospective project, which is closely 

linked to the scale of the expected benefits of each option. The total benefits should be ac-

counted for all the time periods over the expected project life, leading to the second key con-

sideration about time frame or project stage. In the new method, real estate data across dif-

ferent project stages, starting from project announcement, throughout project construction, 

and sustaining after project completion, can be used to capture changes in property value. As 

a result, particular attention has been paid to the temporal structure of study design in litera-

ture classification. 

In benefit monetization (step 5), project-specific impacts identified in previous steps are 

monetized via multiplying the unit dollar value by the total number of users that are im-

pacted. The amount a user is likely to pay for (or against) the gain (or loss) is the unit value 

for monetization. In the access-based method, the price elasticity of access is determined by 

real estate value, which can be dynamically updated by the latest property transactions. Fur-

ther, parameters can be cross-validated and calibrated by employing different econometric 

models and controlling for any perceived influential factors. The sampled literature are then 

stratified in accordance with model specification and variables considered. 

The last step before outputting the value for money assessment results (such as benefit-

cost ratio) is summing up all types of benefit streams, discounting to the present value, and 

testing sensitivity by using different hurdle rates and analysis periods (expected economic 

life). The access-based method captures benefit streams derived from real estate transactions 

about multiple land use types, which is also affected by the type of transactions  sales and 

rental  with different time features. Hurdle rate refers to the minimum expected rate of re-

turn at which the project remains break-even, which generally acts as a discount factor when 

computing the present value of future benefit steams generated by the study transport pro-

ject. The sampled literature is then examined in terms of real estate types and transaction 

types. 

5 Key observations about the practice and gaps based on the current 
literature 

Figure 4 visualizes the geographical distribution of the sampled studies. The sampled lit-

erature comes from 34 countries across the globe, though no relevant empirical study about 

Africa has been observed in the last two decades. The United States (US) and China rank the 

top two counties with 36 and 30 studies respectively, followed by Australia with 10, South 

Korea with 8, and Canada with 6. Empirical studies in developing countries located in South 

America, Southeast Asia, and South Asia were found to account for 36.5% of the sampled 

studies. Particularly, it is noted that more than one empirical study has occurred in Colom-

bia (4), Thailand (3), and Malaysia (2). The rapid growth of public transport system con-

struction in developing countries fosters research on the interplay between transport infra-

structure and the local real estate market. 

Among all the public transport projects investigated, light rail and metro or subway oc-

cupy the predominant proportion, followed by Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) (table 1). Studies 

follow the planned deployment of infrastructure. For example, urban subway systems were 

opened in 36 cities in mainland China, although more than 300 cities primarily relied on 
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Accordingly, although studies dedicated to buses are sparser than that of other transit modes, 

investigating the impact of access gains induced by enhanced conventional bus services on 

the real estate market is not outmoded. 

Further, highway infrastructure, although receiving less attention than transit infrastruc-

heavy dependence of commercial and industrial development on the road network confers 

that the capitalization effect of highway infrastructure penetrates all types of land use in the 

real estate market. The impact of active transport investment has received little attention 

Mogush et al. (2016). 

 
Table 1. Number of sampled studies by transport mode and study design 

 

 Transport Project Mode  

 BRT Bus Highway Light Rail Metro/Subway Other Rail Total 

 A1 - 2 - 1 1 - 4 

Design 1 C2 - - - - - - - 

 O3 - - - - - - - 

 Total 10 2 8 9 15 11 55 

 A&C - - - 4 1 - 5 

 A&O - - - - - - - 

Design 2 C&O 1 - 3 8 14 1 27 

 All stage 5 - 1 5 2 - 13 

 Total 6 - 4 17 17 1 45 

 A&C - - - 1 - - 1 

 A&O - - 1 1 - 1 3 

Design 3 C&O 2 - 1 5 7 - 15 

 All stage 2 1 3 7 3 1 17 

 Total 4 1 5 14 10 2 36 

 Total 20 3 17 40 42 14 136 

1 Announcement stage 
2 Construction stage 
3 Operation stage 

 

 

5.1 Measurements of project impacts and time frame 

The major challenge in evaluating the effect of transport intervention on real estate prices 

is the consequence of the confounding impact of other variables existing in the study region 

and varying over time, thus resulting in specification problems in model design. This prob-

lem can be alleviated by customizing temporal and locational considerations in study design. 

The three general types of study design observed in the existing literature are listed as follows, 

with their count of observations being summarized in table 1. 
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 Design 1 takes one project stage for analysis and covers properties in the areas poten-

tially impacted by the project or even the entire corridor, which can be written as 

equation 1; 

 Design 2 takes at multiple project stags for analysis and compares the price of prop-

erties in the areas potentially impacted by the project or even the entire corridor be-

tween different stages, including a temporal (Ti) control indicator, which can be 

written as equation 2; and 

 Design 3 takes multiple project stages for analysis and compares the price of proper-

ties in treatment and control areas between different stages, including both a tem-

poral and a spatial (Li) control indicator, which can be written as equation 3. 

 

 

Figure 4. The number of empirical studies by country  

Pi = f (Ai) (1) 

Pi = f (Ai, Ti) (2) 

Pi = f (Ai, Ti, Li)  (3) 
 

where: 

Pi is the price of parcel i, 

Ai denotes a series of independent variables indicating the access of parcel i, 

Ti is a temporal control indicator variable assigned with a value of 1 if the price of parcel i 

is measured after a transport intervention (only in Study Design 2 and 3), 

Li is a locational control indicator variable assigned with a value of 1 if parcel i locates in 

the treatment area, (only in Study Design 3) 
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As shown by table 1, roughly two-fifth of sampled studies adopted the first type of design 

and aim to capture general effects of transport facilities on property price without consider-

ing any changes in locational factors due to the studied transport project, thus is least appro-

priate to quantify project-specific incremental impacts. Specifically, a positive correlation be-

tween property price and proximity to public transport stations is found, but the real estate 

price premium directly attributable to spatial advantages caused by the studied project can-

not be accurately estimated. These studies are unable to distinguish between historic access 

benefits embedded in the price and the value of new access resulting from an infrastructure 

investment. The value of new access may be lower than a unit of historic access, if diminish-

ing returns to access exist (Iacono and Levinson, 2016, 2017). 

However, transport projects experience several stages, starting from project conceptualiza-

tion, the official announcement, construction, opening, and post-opening. Changes in real 

estate property values happen well in advance of the opening of the transport facility as par-

ticipants from both demand and supply sides in the real estate market initiate speculation on 

the prospective gains, capitalizing expected future property uplift. 

The second study design considers temporal effects (γTi) and formulates a simple com-

parison about the price of properties locating next to the studied transport project before and 

after transport investment, which has been taken by 33% of sampled studies. In this case, it 

is expected that observations on the same study object (property) are available across many 

years. Mohammad et al. (2013) pointed out that panel data may outperform cross-sectional 

and time-series datasets in terms of the ability to calibrate for impacts caused by omitted or 

unobserved time-invariant factors. The starting point of study time window to observe real 

estate price changes should be carefully decided to capture access benefits capitalized in prices 

as much as possible. All the research using this design compare price changes between con-

struction and operation stage, but that fewer than half extend the observation time window 

to time stages before construction. 

A strong precondition underlying the before and after comparison is that the properties 

covered remain comparable regardless of the intervention, which somehow overlooks the fact 

that real estate price change are triggered by joint impacts, including the intervention and 

other extraneous factors (Salon et al., 2014). Appropriately isolating the differential impacts 

of the project on the base and project scenarios is crucial because it influences the attribution 

of incremental economic benefits to the studied project option. 

In the last type of design which was embraced by fewer than a quarter of the sampled 

studies, two groups of properties are considered, one group from the control area without 

major transport improvements and the other group from the treatment area with access ben-

efits induced by the transport project. This quasi-experimental design, with the presence of (

θLi) in equation 3, gauges the impact of the transport intervention on real estate prices by 

contrasting the average price change in unaffected regions over time against that in the af-

fected regions over time, which is also known as a Difference-in-Differences (DID) method. 

In terms of the establishment of the evaluation baseline, choosing control (untreated) re-

gions that are comparable to treatment regions is particularly important to observe the actual 

impact of transport-related externalities in real estate prices over time. Some studies collect 

data about properties located in the entire affected transport corridor and define dwellings 

located within a pre-defined distance radius, such as a 1-kilometer radius adopted by Agos-

tini and Palmucci (2008) and a 800-meter distance by Filippova and Sheng (2020), as the 
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treatment group and the remaining as the control group. It is presumed that the causal rela-

tionship between transport infrastructure and property prices wears off after a specific point, 

though that assumes at least some of the result. 

Propensity score matching (PSM) method is a widely utilized alternative to decide the 

treatment and control groups, which could handle the issue caused by high dimensionality of 

property attributes. PSM methods choose control groups by pairing each (or a group of) 

treatment parcel with a (or a group of) control parcel of similar observable attributes, where 

the level of similarity (propensity score) is computed with a logistic regression model 

(Dehejia and Wahba, 2002). The authors insist that comparing the values of properties with 

identical (or similar) propensity scores but distinct locational attributes form a less biased 

evaluation of the intervention impact. 

5.2 Unit value for monetization 

The valuation and monetization of benefits require a set of economic parameters or unit 

monetary values that are fairly representative, standardized in the unit of account, and regu-

larly adjusted. Those economic values of benefits are essentially capitalized in property price 

or land value, which could be evaluated using the hedonic pricing model. 

In hedonic theory, the differentiated good  e.g., the house  is decomposed to a bundle 

of commodities and characteristics that differ between specific goods (houses). The hedonic 

pricing model is a regression model fitted to identify the statistical relationship between 

property price and the set of attributes affecting it (Lancaster, 1966, Rosen, 1974, Sheppard, 

1999). As shown by figure 5, the slope of the line showing the cumulative number of studies 

employing hedonic modelling gets steeper since 2009, indicating its wide use in this specific 

research topic. The coefficient output by a hedonic model reveals the economic value of each 

non-monetary characteristic of a property from the lens of property value and thus can be in-

corporated into benefit assessment, such as the access benefits provided by transport infra-

structure. In addition to the study design outlined in the previous section, the validity and 

robustness of economic parameters estimated by hedonic models largely hinge on model 

specification, which involves the explanatory variables used to explain the dependent varia-

ble property price. 

The prices of parcels are likely to be affected by nearby parcels, suggesting that property 

prices are not spatially independent. Concerns about spatial autocorrelation arise when a 

standard linear least squares method is coupled with hedonic pricing model because of the 

violation of the default assumption about homoscedasticity and no auto-correlation. As ob-

served in figure 4, a tendency towards using more advanced spatial hedonic model by em-

ploying multilevel, spatial lag/error, and geographically weighted modelling techniques has 

been observed. Multilevel models distinguish the differences at parcel-level and community-

level by outputting different error terms. A spatial lag method aims to directly incorporate 

spatial autocorrelation in the modeling process by considering spatial weights and the degree 

of spatial dependency. The residual error term in a spatial error model is decomposed into 

two components: an evenly distributed and spatially independent part and a spatial compo-

nent. A tendency towards embracing more advanced modelling techniques, as indicated by 

the upward slope of the cumulative number of observations on spatial lag/error and DID 

model, can be observed from figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative number of studies by modelling method 2000-2022  

5.2.1 Hedonic pricing model specification 

From a pool of candidate properties available in the market, the property meeting the 

summarizes the cumulative number of attributes incorporated in modelling in the sampled 

empirical studies, which are stratified into six major categories. Among all factors affecting 

the value of land, the geographical location determining the access of the land to surround-

ing opportunities is the most important one (Alonso, 1964, Mills, 1967). Distance gradients 

for the price of properties have been recognized by Muth (1969) and Mills (1967) in the 

model of urban land use and spatial distribution, where housing prices are expected to drop 

with the distance from the urban core. 

As shown by sub-figure 6f in figure 6, the access to transport services (access to a station 

or interchange, e.g.,) is used as an indicator of locational advantage. It is also the most fre-

quently used variable in hedonic pricing models, as indicated by the highest cumulative 

number of observations shown by the y-axis. It is noted that more than half of the sampled 

studies did not consider access to competing transport modes (alternative transit facilities or 

roadways other than the studied one), overlooking the fact that access gains offered by other 

modes are also capitalized into real estate values (Damm et al., 1980). In addition, although 

cycle paths and walkways may be constructed jointly with transit projects to solve the 

first/last mile problem and support access to public transport services, it is observed that ac-

tive transport modes are generally unaccounted for by the current empirical literature. 
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(a)  Amenity 

 

(b)  Basic needs 

 

(c)  Demographic/socioeconomic 

 

(d)  Negative externalities 
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(e) Structural 

 

(f) Locational 

 

Figure 6. Cumulative number of attributes by category  

needs because the purpose of going to a train station or highway is to reach the ultimate des-

tinations. So, another set of variables  the proximity to places or opportunities that fulfill 

 is incorporated to further identify 

tance to the central business district (CBD) in a monocentric city or the closest subcenter in 

 position advantage relative to the 

whole urban area. The spatially centralized opportunities and activities available at the urban 

center allow distance to CBD to be a synthetic access measure (Heikkila et al., 1989). Fur-

ther, access to parks and water bodies, ranked the top two attributes in the amenity category, 

(1978) and Linneman (1980) empirically found that neighborhood attributes are important 

factors affectin -

economic (figure 6c, and negative externalities (figure 6d). Income level appears to be the 

most common metrics involved to address concerns about neighborhood quality, followed 

by employment density, population density, and ethnicity. Ethnicity is an intriguing factor 

involving a bundle of traits (such as language and religion) shared by a community. For ex-

ample, Daniels (1975) tested if people of color tend to pay a premium to locate in a white 

community. Concerns about negative externalities are scarcely encompassed in modelling. In 
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comparison to other negative impacts, crime continuously attracts attention because public 

transit may facilitate various crimes (Brantingham et al., 1991). 

Property-specific characteristics (figure 6e) covers structural attributes (e.g., floor area size 

and the number of bedrooms) and availability of supporting facilities (like parking spaces). 

The availability of garages is a key factor influencing housing purchase decisions. Essentially, 

based on the model specifications of the analyzed studies, it can be inferred that all factors 

ables included in the hedonic model can be converted into access metrics. 

Pi = f (AB,i, AN,i, AH,i, AD,i, ..., S, Y)                                              

(4) 
 

Pi is the price of property i, 

AB,i is access to the locational characteristics of property i with respect to basic living needs 

(e.g., access to jobs, shops, education, etc.), 

AN,i is access to the quality of the surrounding neighborhood of property i, 

AH,i is access to the interior and exterior structural attributes of property i,  

AD,i is access to social groups or communities with specific qualities i, 

S is the control variables for spatial effects not otherwise captured, 

Y is the control variables for temporal effects. 

 

However, it is observed that the sampled studies generally did not incorporate all the 

aforementioned variables. On the one hand, the choice of explanatory variables has great in-

-of-fit which indicates its ability to explain the movement in 

housing prices. On the other hand, omitting key variables could reduce the accuracy and reli-

ability of specific model 

vealed willingness to pay (Wooldridge, 2015). 

5.2.2 Measures of access to opportunities 

Being close to desired opportunities, and away from undesired ones, provides intangible 

gains, which are of great value but do not come with a market price. The way the access at-

tributes are defined and measured has great impacts on the unit monetary value output by 

the hedonic regression model. It is observed from the literature that different types of opera-

tional measures of access have been engaged, these include: 

1. Euclidean distance measures the straight-line length between two points, providing a 

straightforward indication of physical distance, which is the most frequently used 

method. 

2. Buffer ring is a measure based on Euclidean distance. It classifies whether a feature of 

concerns falls in a pre-determined distance buffer and generally operates as a dummy 

variable. 

3. Network distance is the distance between origins and destinations when travelling 

along the existing transport network such as road or transit network. 

4. Travel time is the duration of time spent travelling between origins and destinations 

(or surrogate destinations) using a specified transport mode. For example, the auto 

travel time to the closest motorway entry point, or the bus travel time to the closest 

employment hub. 
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5. Primal access (shown in Equation 5) measures the number of opportunities (Oj) can 

be reached within a specified cost function (f(Cij -

 

 

The general function for primal access (Levinson and Wu, 2020) can be written as: 

 

𝐀𝐢 =  ∑ 𝑔(𝐎𝐣) 𝑓(𝐂𝐢𝐣)
𝐽
j=1                                                                                               (5) 

 

where Ai is the matrix of accessibilities at origin i, g(Oj) is a matrix weighted opportunities 

at destination j, and f(Cij) is a matrix of weighted impedances (typically travel costs and travel 

times) for travel between i and j. 

Roughly two-thirds of studies used Euclidean distance, followed by distance buffer ring 

observed in 55%, network distance in 23%, primal access in 17%, and travel time in 12.5% 

of sampled studies, respectively. It should be noted that many studies used more than one 

type of access measure, so the sum of the percentage values exceeds 100%. In comparison to 

network distance and travel time, Euclidean distance provides the least information. It ne-

glects the fact that people travel along a transport network where the actual travel distance 

differs significantly from the straight-line distance (Levinson and El-Geneidy, 2009). Aside 

from that, Euclidean distance is a mode-insensitive measure. For example, the Euclidean dis-

tance between a property and the town center is a constant value, which fails to reflect the 

level of convenience provided by different transport modes. Given such, this measure can 

hardly capture the real contribution of improvements in transport network to reduce spatial 

separation. Network distance provides a more realistic proxy of the movement trajectory be-

tween an origin and a destination. But travel choices are affected by confounding factors 

whe behavior. Zahavi and Talvitie (1980) 

pointed out that travel time and money costs greatly influence travel behavior. Both meas-

ured and reported travel times are used to represent travel experiences. 

However, access measures are expected to consist of two fundamental factors: the cost in-

curred to overcome the spatial impedance to reach the opportunity and the quality or num-

ber of opportunities (Páez et al., 2012). The first three measures only cover the first compo-

.

by equation 5 primal access comprises two parts, the number of opportunities available at 

place j and an impedance function f(Cij) accounting for factors (distance, travel time or 

money costs) that hinder travel from i to j (Committee of the Transport Access Manual, 

2020). With respect to the consideration of travel impedance, many types of impedance 

function are available. For instance, in a cumulative opportunity measure, the cost of travel 

Cij is accounted for in dichotomous form (see Equation 6), where a value of 1 is assigned if 

travel time by a specific mode (e.g., bus) is shorter than some specified threshold (e.g., 30 

mins) and 0 otherwise. 

𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝐶𝑖𝑗  ≤ 𝑡, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) = 0 (6) 
 

The time-weighted cumulative opportunity measure considers that the value of an oppor-

tunity wears off with increase in travel cost. The impedance weighting function f(Cij), in this 

case, often takes on the form of a negative exponential. 
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5.3 Benefit evaluation and monetization 

5.3.1 Land-use type and transaction type 

It is observed in figure 7 that over 86% of empirical studies on capitalization effects paid 

attention to residential properties, fewer than 20% targeted commercial properties (including 

office), and roughly 6% of studies involved but were not dedicated to industrial properties. 

In the real estate market, residential property transactions are more active and frequent than 

transactions about other kinds of land uses, providing a huge volume of consistent and ac-

quirable data for statistical analysis. Residential sales data appears to be more often used than 

rental data, where the difficulty in obtaining the latter restrains the exploration of rental pre-

mium. Assessing changes in rental income reveals the willingness- to-pay of people who actu-

ally benefit from enhanced transit access (Wang et al., 2016). 

Although it is reported that rental price increment is higher in the commercial rental 

market than in the residential market (Debrezion et al., 2007, Mohammad et al., 2013), 

commercial properties received less attention. The feasibility and practicality of capturing 

land value uplift in the commercial real estate market may discourage the exploration of 

commercial properties in this topic. For example, the joint development land value capture 

strategy has been successfully applied in Hong Kong. The local transit agency collaborates 

with property developers to jointly develop the land awarded by the local government at 

-

oriented development is ploughed back by claiming a fraction of capital gains from property-

related transactions, which is subsequently redistributed to future transit development (Ma-

thur, 2019). The replicability of this strategy is heavily subject to local policy and legislation, 

which is popular in Asian countries but rarely applied in Western countries (Istrate and Lev-

inson, 2011). 

In addition, commercial gentrification, which refers to the upgrading of various local 

businesses by displacing the original lower value local stores (Lin and Yang, 2019), is likely to 

be induced by public transport infrastructure construction or improvement and affect the lo-

cal commercial property market. The positive externalities resulting from commercial gentri-

fication are typically value appreciation in commercial properties, but there are also negative 

externalities like depriving original merchants (shoppers) income when they are forced to re-

locate (shop) elsewhere (Lim et al., 2013). Should both the downsides and upsides of com-

mercial gentrification (if any) be properly accounted for in benefit assessments, the justifia-

bility of the assessment results would be strengthened. 

Industrial land use received the least attention. Industrial site selection relies more heavily 

on port and aviation infrastructure. Considering that, the current study restricts its research 

scope to roadway and public transport infrastructure, limiting the number of observations 

about the capitalization effects of industrial properties. 
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Figure 7. The proportion of real estate sub-market and the proportion of rental vs. sales in each sub-market  

5.3.2 Housing price. 

The raw value of the dependent variable includes the price per property or per standard-

ized areal unit (e.g., m2 or feet2) and the differences between the price before and after the 

transport intervention (typically in a repeated-sales approach). In the first form, the inclusion 

of absolute prices is intended to disentangle how each independent vector can explain the 

housing prices. The differenced values for the same sets of properties assists in attributing the 

changes in property prices to the relevant independent variables. It's important to clarify that 

in the latter approach, the independent variables are typically presented in their original ab-

solute values rather than as differences. This differs from the first-difference method, where 

both the dependent and independent variables are transformed into difference values. 

The functional forms of the dependent variable include the absolute value form or the 

log-transformed ratio-scale form, and the latter form is more commonly found in the sam-

pled studies. The functional forms logically vary the interpretation of the coefficients. The 

diverse measures of housing prices, including asking prices, sales prices, and assessment val-

ues, have pros and cons when engaged in hedonic pricing model (Henneberry, 1998). Asking 

prices (or listing prices) are the prices quoted by sellers when properties are listed for sale, 

which represent a starting point of subsequent price bargain and thus is likely to differ from 

the ultimate sales price. The sales price of a property represents the final settlement price in a 

transaction, providing a more accurate indicator of the property's true market valuation than 

the listing price (Debrezion et al., 2007). Although asking prices have been criticized for 

their divergence with sales prices (Cheshire and Sheppard, 1989), they are argued to be plau-

sible alternatives to sales prices when the availability of the latter is limited (Du and Mulley, 

2007). Han and Strange (2016) find that among settled property transactions, the propor-

tion of transactions closed at listing prices is nontrivial and that listing prices affect and navi-

with the 

relative consumer and seller bargaining power in local housing market. For instance, at times 

when the bargaining power of purchaser is weak in the real estate market in Beijing (Zhang 

and Wang, 2013) and Guangzhou (Salon et al., 2014), there is a high likelihood of closing a 
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deal at the asking price offered by the seller. Some markets like Australia use an auction, and 

do not .   

6 Concluding remarks and future challenges 

The traditional travel-time based user benefit assessment method has been repeatedly 

questioned for numerous intrinsic flaws. The present paper aims to disentangle the obstacles 

hindering a general access-based land or property value uplift method by systematically re-

viewing methodological design, the access metrics of transport improvements, and the target 

real estate submarkets or land use types upon which access benefits are quantified. 

First, it is observed that the US and China rank as the top two countries in terms of the 

total number of empirical studies published in this research field. The observation that devel-

oping countries account for roughly 36.5% of empirical studies demonstrates that the rapid 

growth of public transport system construction in developing countries has encouraged re-

search on the interplay between transport infrastructure and the local real estate market. In 

addition, among all the transport projects investigated, light rail, metro or subway, and BRT 

occupy the largest share, where conventional bus services, as well as roads and highways and 

active transport facilities received less attention despite their wide use. 

Furthermore, in the aspect of study design, nearly half of the sampled studies solely exam-

ined the overall impact of transport facilities on property prices, without accounting for any 

changes in location-related factors caused by the studied transport project. This approach is 

generally considered less suitable for capturing the project-specific incremental effects. For 

studies that considered temporal effects, the observation time window is rarely extended to 

time stages before construction, overlooking the fact that changes in real estate property val-

ues may happen well in advance of the opening of the transport facility as participants from 

both the demand and supply side in the real estate market anticipate the prospective gain. 

Considering that real estate price changes are triggered by joint impacts, including the stud-

ied transport intervention and other extraneous factors, choosing control regions that are 

comparable to treatment regions is important to isolate the differential impacts of the project 

on the base scenario and project scenario. However, it is common to distinguish treatment 

and control regions by a pre-defined radius, which assumes the causal relationship between 

transport infrastructure and property prices wears off after a specific distance and fails to han-

dle the inherent high dimensionality of property attributes. 

Third, although the hedonic pricing model remains the most popular model for identify-

ing the statistical relationship between property price and the set of attributes affecting it, 

some studies have enhanced the method by embracing more advanced modelling techniques 

such as spatial lag/error and DID model to control for bias caused by spatial dependence 

have been observed. 

Fourth, with respect to model specification, the locational features of a property, which 

are 

needs, are the most frequently used variables in hedonic pricing models to capture access 

benefits. Euclidean distance and distance buffer ring are the most widely used operational 

measures of access, measures which are mode-insensitive and neglect the fact that people 

travel along a transport network. Access measures are expected to consist of two fundamental 

factors (Wu and Levinson, 2020): the cost incurred to overcome the spatial impedance to 

reach the opportunity and the quality or number of opportunities. In this case, although 

adopted relatively rarely in comparison to other access measures, primal access measures 
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covering the number of opportunities available at a destination and an impedance function 

accounting for factors (travel time or money costs) that hinder travel should be employed. 

Last, over 86% of empirical studies on capitalization effects paid attention to residential 

properties, fewer than 20% targeted commercial properties, and roughly 6% of studies con-

sidered, but were not dedicated to, industrial properties. Property sales data appear to be 

more frequently applied than rental transaction data. Further, it is observed that asking 

prices, sales prices, and assessment value have all been used as measures of housing prices. 

This bias towards residential land uses in the literature presents a significant research gap that 

should be addressed. 

The biggest challenge confronted by the new method is that access measures have not 

been as widely applied a transport system performance metric as travel time. So, introducing 

access as a standardized performance measure (Committee of the Transport Access Manual, 

2020), establishing uniform guidance and precise metrics on access measures, and consider-

ing it as a criterion in transport investment decisions can promote the development and 

recognition of the access-based benefit assessment approach. 
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